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SUMMARY

Swine breeders and producers have as their primary objective the efficient  
production of quality pork. Meeting this objective has required that both the 
breeder and producer manipulate the biology of the pig. In the past, the tools 
available to the swine producer to manipulate the biology of the pig were 
limited to good management practices and proper nutrition. The swine breeder 
was limited by the traits he could measure phenotypically and by the use of 
selection and mating systems. In many respects the primary limitations to 
further genetic improvement were the lack of sufficient biological knowledge 
about a specific t rai t  and the means to more efficiently change i t .  Today new 
biotechnological tools are becoming available. These tools include methods that 
allow gene identification, cloning and manipulation, embryo and semen sexing, 
production of transgenic animals and measurement, genetic evaluation and 
selection of traits previously not considered. These tools and the use of a 
variety of swine germplasms not only will increase the rate of genetic 
improvement but will increase the knowledge of the biology of the pig and will 
enhance our abil i ty  to manipulate that biology to produce pigs more ef ficiently  
and humanely.

INTRODUCTION

Man, f irst  as domesticator, later as swine herdsman and more recently as 
swine breeder and producer, has been keenly aware of the biology of the pig and 
ways to manipulate i t .  Early swine breeders used visual appraisal and the 
methods of inbreeding and selection to develop the breeds of pigs presently 
available. More recently, breeders have used objective technologies such as 
weighing and either probing or ultrasonically measuring backfat. Carcass 
evaluations were originally made using simple methods to weigh, measure or 
visually appraise certain traits.  Now, new electronic devices are available 
which can assess loin eye depth, backfat and quality. Methods to improve 
reproductive ab il i ty  have relied on simple observations of traits such as l i t te r  
size or on weighing and counting piglets to determine mothering and milking 
ability.  Health and disease resistance have been measured even less accurately 
with only health status as the observation upon which to select.  Health has 
always been measured in an environment where vaccines and drugs are routinely 
used and, therefore, may mask actual disease resistance.

As breeders and geneticists,  we have relied on measuring expression of 
phenotypic endpoints of complicated traits instead of measuring pathways or 
identifying individual genes responsible for the t rait  (Table 1). Clearly, the 
ability to manipulate the pig has been limited by the tools and the level of 
biological knowledge available. The late 1970s and the decade of the 1980s have 
brought about a technological revolution offering new biological insights and 
tools to use in future breeding programs. The purpose of this paper is to 
discuss new developments in our understanding of biology and biotechnological 
methods that will alter future pig breeding programs.
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Table 1. Heritabilities,  biological processes and trai ts  considered presently and in future selection 
programs.

Approximate Present Future
Area heritability* Description of the Biological Processes Trait "Trait"

Health .10-.20 Humoral and cell mediated immune 
response as a result of recognition 
of nonself

disease 
resistance,  
survivability

immune profile,  
MHC allele(s)

Reproduction .15-.20 Male: hormone production, sperm 
production

% conception, 
libido

hormone levels

Female: hormone production, onset of
puberty, ovulation, fer ti l ization,  
embryo survival, gestation, birth

age at puberty, 
l i t t e r  size,  
no. born alive

hormone profile,  
f e r t i l i t y  index, 
MHC allele(s)

Mothering
Ability

.15-.25 Lactation, behavioral temperament 21-day l i t t e r  
weight, 
number weaned

milk components, 
lactation curve 
parameters

Growth .25-.40 Increase in tissue mass resulting from 
increase in cell  number or cell  size

average daily  
gain, days to 
market weight

growth curve 
parameters, growth 
factor levels

Efficiency .20-.40 Lean gain per unit feed consumed 
Pigs produced per sow

feed efficiency  
pigs/sow/year

appetite factor 
levels, lean 
effi-ciency

Product .30-.50 Composition: % lean, fat  and bone backfat, loin 
eye size

cholesterol level,  
lean gain/day

Quality: changes in pH, water binding 
capacity, intramuscular fat

color, marbling, 
fi  rmness

chemical properties,  
vitamin and mineral 
levels

Approximate heritability for present traits



MODERN BIOLOGICAL ADVANCES

Gene Transfer and Identification
No single picture has excited geneticists and animal breeders as much as 

that of the two littermate mice, one transgenic and considerably larger than his 
full sib nontransgenic brother, that appeared on the cover of Science in 1983. 
Although selection and mating systems had always been the only tools available 
to the swine breeder, now production of transgenic animals offered the 
opportunity to transfer individual genes instead of using repeated backcross 
matings and testing to add one gene into a different genetic background. 
Transgenic animals offer another important opportunity in that their production 
allows the geneticist to observe and understand the biology of gene function and 
regulation more clearly. The production of transgenic pigs and other livestock 
has been reviewed recently by Pursel et a l . (1989), and results are not overly 
encouraging. Techniques needed to overcome the limitations of gene transfer are 
s t i l l  developing. At present, the three methods for producing transgenic 
animals include microinjection of zygotes, transfer of genes by retrovirus into 
zygotes, and introduction of embryonic stem cells with altered genes into 
blastocyst stage embryos. A more complete review of the status of gene transfer 
is presented in other papers at this conference.

In pigs, use of microinjection to inject DNA has resulted in only 8% of 
injected swine eggs being born and only 7% of those are transgenic (Pursel et 
a l . . 1989); in comparison, 10% to 15% of the microinjected mice eggs have normal 
development and slightly less than 25% of those are transgenic. One drawback is 
that the foreign DNA usually integrates randomly into the chromosomes and this 
has probably contributed to the generally detrimental health effects seen in 
transgenic pigs (Pursel et a l . . 1989). We presently lack sufficient  
understanding of the biological ramifications of non-targeted DNA insertion.  
Targeting of foreign DNA has been successful in some genetic backgrounds using 
embryonic stem cells  to create chimeric mice who later transmitted the mutation 
to progeny (Schwartsberg et a l . .19891 and by homologous recombination following 
injection of DNA in mice but the success rate was extremely low (Brinster et 
a l . . 1989). Targeting of foreign DNA to specific chromosomal sites by 
homologous recombination would provide an extremely valuable genetic tool for 
controlling and studying the function of genes and for eventually correcting 
genetic defects. An example of this approach would be transferring and 
targeting specific swine MHC genes into certain lines of pigs to see i f  
reproduction or disease resistance could be improved. Another example would be 
to transfer and target the HAL gene into stress resistant animals. This might 
prove useful in our understanding of the HAL gene and its exact role in causing 
stress susceptibility and the associated changes in production traits.

Methods to identify individual genes worthy of transfer continue to be a 
limiting factor. Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis, has 
been suggested as a means to identify individual genes for selection, determine 
parentage and identify and compare genetic variability between varietal strains 
(Soller and Beckman, 1983). RFLP analysis has also been suggested as a means to 
genetically map Mendelian factors underlying quantitative traits  (Soller and 
Beckman, 1983; Lander and Botstein, 1989). Nowhere has the use of RFLP analysis 
advanced as much as in human medicine where i t  has been used, with pulsed gel 
electrophoresis, in situ hybridization and chromosome walking and jumping, to 
identify the chromosomal location of genes associated with individual diseases 
(Rommens et a l .. 1989). In swine, RFLP analysis has been used to demonstrate 
that certain swine major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I restriction 
fragments are associated with growth and backfat in pigs (Rothschild et a l ..
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1990). The knowledge of these associations may allow early marker-assisted 
selection for performance traits in swine.

Recent developments also suggest that i t  might be possible to eventually 
generate mutations in pigs at any locus previously defined by a cloned DNA 
sequence. Creation of mutations within these genes followed by targeted gene 
transfer will provide new insights into determining the functions of a specific 
gene and its product. This experimental procedure will undoubtedly be of 
interest f ir s t  to basic scientists.  However, as our knowledge of individual 
genes and their function and regulation increases, opportunities for breeders to 
create new and more useful strains of pigs will be possible.

A host of even newer and more exciting methods, primarily spawned by the 
multibillion dollar human genome project, are starting to become available.
These methods not only will allow individual genes to be found and mapped but 
will allow this to be done with surprising speed and accuracy. One method, 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), offers an enormous array of opportunities for 
gene identification and mapping research (Guyer and Koshland, 1989). The PCR 
can be described as an in vitro method for producing large quantities of a 
specific fragment of DNA from small amounts of a gene or segment of DNA called a 
target sequence (White et a l . . 1989). Although PCR has been known since 1985, 
new modifications have caused a rapid increase in its use. PCR can replace 
restriction mapping of nuclear and mitochondrial DNA and can allow studies of 
genetic variation in populations over time since bones and other matter from 
dead animals can then be used to obtain sufficient DNA. PCR has been used for 
diagnosis of sickle cell anemia and other diseases. The application of PCR will 
aid veterinary researchers in determining causes of certain diseases and in 
detecting pathogens previously impossible to culture. Such an approach might be 
useful in learning more about diseases like the "mystery disease" which has 
recently been responsible for large death losses and has been plaguing swine 
producers in the U.S. Amplifying DNA segments from small quantities of DNA will 
make it  possible to study genetic recombination without making genetic crosses 
or conducting pedigree analyses. This has been demonstrated with sperm by 
determining the percentage that is recombinant for a set of linked markers and 
could be useful in determining better linkage maps for genes presently known in 
swine. Researchers predict that PCR may be useful in altering genetic 
information in target materials and thereby aiding in the production of swine 
vaccines.

A new approach to obtaining a physical map (actual distances in nucleotide 
bases) of the human genome is now possible. Intimately linked to PCR, this new 
method will use tagged DNA sequences, called STS (sequence tagged sites),  as 
landmarks for the physical map. The STS can be duplicated overnight in another 
laboratory without ever needing the original DNA clones to be exchanged. No 
clones will need to be stored; the only information that will have to be stored 
is the sequence information in a computer. This new approach, now made possible 
by PCR, will allow a physical map of the human genome to be developed with the 
ease and speed never previously considered possible. The knowledge gained from 
the human genome project will translate directly into information that can be 
quickly used to map the pig genome. Research using information from the human 
genome has already been used to show that the swine MHC is similar to that of 
the human MHC (Lie et a l . . 1987). Use of human probes to locate other 
homologous swine genes is already underway in a number of labs and new 
discoveries based on the rapidly developing human genetic map are l ikely in the 
near future.
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Cloning
The value of producing clones is that sets of clones are useful in 

experiments examining various treatments as in, for example, disease resistance 
testing. The process of producing clones was f ir s t  made possible by splitting  
embryos. More recently, cloning has been made possible through transfer of 
nuclei between cells  of early mammalian embryos. Nuclei from early cleavage 
stages can be "reprogrammed" to act like 1-cell embryos i f  transferred into 
enucleated, activated meiotic metaphase II oocytes (Prather et a l . . 1989). 
Results using pigs demonstrated that 4-cell nuclei can develop to term after 
transfer to an enucleated, activated meiotic metaphase II oocyte (Prather et 
al_̂ , 1989). Transfer of nuclei will allow us to better understand the biology 
of nuclear differentiation in early development. Results from some crossing 
experiments in swine have shown that reciprocal crosses are not equal and 
therefore cytoplasmic inheritance may be important. Using the nuclei transfer 
approach to cloning and a number of different swine breeds offers tremendous 
potential for more clearly understanding the role of cytoplasmic inheritance in 
swine and its interaction with nuclear DNA.

From a genetic prediction standpoint, cloning of embryos has l i t t l e  merit 
because the genotype of the embryo is unknown. It would be desirable to clone 
an adult animal because its phenotype and genotype would presumably be well 
known. Present techniques do not allow for this although eventually nuclear 
transfer may be possible from adult cells to embryos. However, i f  DNA is lost  
or rearranged in adult cel ls ,  cloning from adult cel ls may be theoretically  
impossible. Benefits from cloning adults could include more accurate 
experimentation by removing genetic variation and could lead to development of 
particular genetic lines through rapid inbreeding. Superior genotypes and 
phenotypes could be duplicated as insurance against catastrophic disease 
problems, and automatic sex selection would occur. Cloning of adult breeding 
stock would undoubtedly disrupt the purebred seedstock industry but would be a 
boon to commercial companies who would like to sell numerous copies of superior 
animals. Ethical considerations make cloning a worrisome procedure.

Sexinq
A variety of biochemical, physical and immunological methods, including 

albumin gradient procedures, H-Y antigen detection, density gradient 
centrifugation and flow cytometric measurement of sperm DNA, have been employed 
to sex semen (Amann, 1989). Most methods have been largely unsuccessful 
although the albumin gradient method has been reported to have had some success 
in humans. Recently, however, Johnson et a l . (1989) obtained viable X- and Y- 
bearing sperm populations from rabbits according to DNA content with a flow 
cytometer/cell sorter. Female rabbits inseminated with sorted X-bearing sperm 
had 94% of the young born as females while 80% of their young were born males 
from sorted Y-bearing sperm. At present this technique cannot be extended to 
produce large quantities of sorted sperm. Application of these methods to swine 
would have large advantages for A.I. studs wanting sons from superior boars and 
for seedstock producers who may want greater numbers of males to s el l .
Seedstock suppliers who sell primarily g i l ts  would be able to produce those in 
higher quantities. Selection intensity for some traits  could be enhanced by 
using sexed semen.

Sexing of embryos is now possible by using cytogenetic and immunological 
methods. With PCR, a single cell from an embryo could be used in conjunction 
with probes specific for the Y chromosome to type an embryo in v i t r o . This has 
been accomplished in catt le with excellent results (Leonard et a l . . 1989).
Sexed pig embryos is probably of limited value relative to sexed semen.
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OLD TRAITS - NEW BIOLOGY

Growth
The efficient  production of lean meat for the consumer is the primary 

objective of swine production. This objective relies heavily on selection goals 
related to efficiency,  growth and carcass quality and composition (Table 1). 
These traits have responded well, either directly or indirectly, to selection,  
but additional gains are necessary i f  consumer interest in pork is to be 
maintained. One genetic approach would be to alter the genome of the pig to 
increase growth. This approach has been tried by creating transgenic pigs by 
transfer of growth hormone genes from a variety of species (as reviewed in 
Pursel et a l . . 1989). Although not entirely successful, the method offers 
promise i f  targeted insertion and control of side effects can be achieved.

An alternative approach to altering the growth-enhancing genome of the pig 
would be to use products that alter the pig's environment so that genetic 
progress could be enhanced. These methods have promise i f  genetic variability  
could be increased, genotype by environment (treatment) interaction is minimal 
and consumer acceptance does not affect use of the product. Over the past five 
years, increasing interest has been paid to recombinantly derived porcine 
somatotropin (PST) and beta adrenergic agonists and their use in swine 
production. The modes of action of these growth enhancers are well known and 
they seem safe. Given that they enhance the production of lean meat, breeders 
must determine how their use f i t s  into future breeding programs. Recent 
research has been directed towards examining the use of PST and beta adrenergic 
agonists with a variety of genetic backgrounds (as reviewed in Christian, 1989). 
Christian (1989) reports that a number of studies found no genotype by 
environment (treatment) interactions for lean vs. fat pigs. Strain and breed 
interactions were also examined using U.S. and European breeds, stress 
susceptible genotypes (Skaggs et a l . . 1989) and Chinese pigs (Van der Steen, et. 
a l . . 1989). Results suggest a high consistency of effects across breeds, 
especially for lean content and feed efficiency. Christian (1989) reports, 
however, that there was more variation in response when breeds and crosses less 
extreme in composition were compared and some evidence for genotype by 
environment (treatment) interaction existed. Given that in some instances 
genotype by treatment interactions did occur and that variability of response 
existed, seedstock companies and producers will probably need to include the use 
of these growth enhancers in their management programs and select under those 
conditions. Genotype by nutritional interactions may arise and will need to be 
investigated. Also, effects on meat quality (taste, juiciness, intramuscular 
fat) will have to be considered more carefully because these growth enhancers 
may have a negative impact that could affect consumer acceptance. The failure 
to consider correlated responses could spell disaster in a finely tuned 
biological system and could provide financial distress for swine producers of 
the 1990s.

As breeders we have also failed to study growth at more basic levels.
Growth can be defined as an increase in cell number and an increase in cell  
size. Our knowledge of the cell cycle has advanced greatly in the past few 
years (as reviewed in a series of articles in Science. November 1989). A number 
of peptide growth factors, including epidermal growth factor, fibroblast growth 
factor, transforming growth factors a and 0 and insulin-like growth factor, are 
just beginning to be studied (Goddard, 1988). Their role in genetic control of 
growth must be considered more fully  and levels of such factors may represent 
future traits to select for in swine (Table 1). From a phenotypic standpoint we 
need to measure growth curve over the entire growth period and not at standard
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endpoints. Combining our newly developed knowledge of basic growth with 
increased emphasis on variation in growth curves among pigs will allow us to 
more clearly manipulate porcine growth to f i t  our goals.

Reproduction
The economics of pig production depend heavily on reproductive efficiency.  

Swine geneticists have considered a number of reproductive traits  in both 
females and males. These traits (Table 1) include age at puberty, l i t t e r  size 
at birth and weaning, and sow productivity as a measure of both reproduction and 
mothering abil i ty.  As a rule these traits,  as they are presently measured, are 
lowly to moderately heritable and have not responded significantly to selection 
(as reviewed in Lamberson, 1990). A number of relatively new and innovative 
approaches have been recently considered as a means to better understand the 
biology of reproduction and to break the deadlock on genetic improvement of 
reproduction. These new approaches include considering l i t t e r  size as made up 
of the component traits of ovulation rate and embryo survival (Neal et a l . .
1989) or ovulation rate, embryonic viabil ity and uterine capacity (Bennett and 
Leymaster, 1989). Much more experimental information about these parameters and 
the genetic control of hormones is s t i l l  needed to determine what impact these 
approaches may have in making genetic improvement. Undoubtedly this research 
will broaden our knowledge of the biology of reproduction in the pig and may 
change our selection objectives (Table 1).

Selection for improved male reproduction traits as a means to improve female 
reproductive efficiency has also been suggested (Robison, 1986). Testes weight 
and size have been measured and seem moderately heritable and favorably 
associated with female reproduction traits.  Selection experiments to test out 
the approach of selecting for male traits to improve female traits  are presently 
underway at a number of locations but results are inconclusive. Another novel 
approach was to select for high and low testosterone response to GnRH challenge 
(Robison, 1986) . Results were correlated with response to selection for high 
and low testosterone without challenge. Some positive correlated response in 
female reproduction was noted in the early generations of the experiment, but no 
further response was seen (Robison, personal communication).

The role of the swine MHC or the SLA (swine leukocyte antigen) complex in 
controlling reproduction has been of considerable interest (as reviewed in 
Vaiman et a l . ■ 1988; Warner and Rothschild, 1990). Results suggest that the SLA 
complex plays an integral role in controlling embryo survival and l i t t e r  size 
and also affects male reproduction. Researchers, using a variety of molecular 
biological techniques not available until recently, hope to determine which 
exact genes within the SLA complex are responsible for the improved reproduction 
in domestic and Chinese pigs (Rothschild and Warner, personal communication). 
Once identified these genes would be selected for to increase reproductive 
efficiency.

Disease Resistance
Present estimates of the cost of swine diseases in the United States are 

$1.5 billion per year. Genetic differences for resistance to atrophic rhinitis  
and respiratory diseases and genetic differences for immune responsiveness to 
bronchiseptica. pseudorabies virus and L  col i vaccines have been reported (as 
reviewed in Rothschild, 1989). Resistance to the K88 strain of L  coli is 
simply inherited (Gibbons et a l . . 1977), and resistance to other diseases may 
also be inherited in a similar manner. One approach that has been suggested but 
not been sufficiently tried is selection on the basis of immune response to cer
tain vaccines as a means of indirectly selecting for disease resistance (Gavora
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and Spencer, 1983; Warner et a l . . 1987; Rothschild, 1989). The biological role 
of a number of different cell  types within the porcine immune system has s t i l l  
not been fully characterized. Interactions of the immune system with nutrition 
and environment need to be characterized and the extent of genetic control must 
be determined. Use of PCR and other new techniques for determining immune 
responsiveness and disease diagnosis will make i t  possible to learn more about 
disease resistance in the next 10 years than was learned in the past 50 years.

Also crucial to the understanding of disease resistance and immune 
responsiveness is knowledge of the SLA complex. The SLA complex is known to 
have a structure similar to that of the human MHC and seems to be intimately 
associated with many immune responsiveness and disease resistance traits (as 
reviewed in Warner and Rothschild, 1990). Use of RFLP analysis and other 
methods to identify individual loci associated with certain diseases will be of 
major importance in the future. Given the similarity of the SLA complex to the 
human MHC, this research should be able to proceed smoothly i f  there is 
sufficient funding.

"NEW" TRAITS

Appetite
Feed consumption (appetite) and feed efficiency (feed consumed/kg gain) are 

traits that impact heavily on the economics of pork production but are not 
measured directly on most farms. Estimates of heritability for feed consump
tion and feed efficiency have usually ranged from .20 to .45 (as reviewed by 
Bereskin, 1990). Both appetite and efficiency have generally been included 
indirectly in selection programs. Concern exists as to whether the increased 
leanness that has resulted from selection for reduced backfat has affected 
appetite significantly in a negative manner. Webb (1986) points out that 
increased efficiency of gain may reduce appetite and that this correlated 
response could be a limiting factor in future genetic improvement. Feed 
efficiency and efficiency of meat production are endpoint traits  that can be 
subdivided into a number of compartments of which voluntary feed consumption may 
have the highest genetic variation (Webb, 1986). This variation suggests that 
we have not adequately studied the underlying biological factors that affect  
appetite and its genetic relationship to lean tissue growth. Christian (1989) 
reviewed the effects of porcine growth enhancers on appetite and efficiency.  
Appetite decreased in all studies except one, and feed efficiency improved in 
all studies. Electronic recording of feed is likely to make appetite research 
easier to conduct and allow determination of the extent of genetic control.

Feed consumption is the endpoint at which to measure appetite. Physio
logical component traits that affect appetite should also be considered. 
Increased interest in research with human eating disorders may offer some clues 
that could improve our knowledge of appetite in pigs. Two areas that deserve 
increased investigation are those dealing with the effects of hormones and the 
effects of a number of neuropeptides on appetite. Evidence exists that the 
hypothalamus is intimately involved in regulation of food intake and that hor
monal conditions may cause that regulation to vary. Several neuropeptides 
inhibit or initiate ingestatory behavior. Cholecystokinin (CCK), a gastroin
testinal hormone, has been shown to act as a satiety factor in a wide range of 
animal species including the pig. Additional research with CCK and other neuro
peptides and their relationship to hormones may help us to better understand the 
genetic control of appetite and ways to improve efficiency without limiting feed 
consumption.
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Behavior
Ever since man began the domestication process, he has been keenly aware of 

the behavior of animals. The decade of the 1990s will be no different in that 
it  will be marked with increased confrontation between people representing 
animal rights and animal welfare and livestock producers over the humane 
treatment of swine. Part of this confrontation relates to whether pigs are 
allowed to express their "natural behavior” . The study of behavior or ethology 
has gained considerable interest over the past few decades, but research 
relating to the genetic control of behavioral differences is limited. Within 
species or populations breeds or genetic groups may differ markedly in their 
response to certain situations or environmental stimuli. Research on behavior 
has centered on a number of topics including motivation, socialization,  
learning, aggression, sexual behavior and stress (as reviewed in Craig, 1981; 
Houpt and Wolski, 1982). The genetics of behavior of swine has been examined 
only briefly at the research level, but i t  has gained the attention of swine 
producers. The "mother" breeds are notably different in their behavior after 
farrowing and around baby pigs. Recent observations on Chinese and U.S. pigs in 
our laboratory concerning avoidance of stress in extremely hot weather or 
differences in farrowing behavior would suggest that large breed differences 
exist for behavioral traits in swine. Evidence that certain breeds and their 
crosses do better in some types of f a c il it i es  and not in others is also 
suggestive of the possible influence of genotype on behavior and the need to 
consider genotype by environment interaction for behavioral t raits.  Geneticists 
will need to examine behavior more closely to insure that changes brought about 
by selection for other traits  do not have a negative impact on the animal's 
ability to exist in its environment without stress.

BIOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES

How much can man learn about the biology of the pig and how far can he 
redesign the pig to f i t  his goals? There is no simple reply but i t  is clear 
that failure to identify individual genes with major functions has been a limit
ing factor. There is no doubt that the biological limits we believe exist today 
will be expanded in the future as new techniques are developed which will aid in 
providing us with additional biological knowledge of genes and their function. 
Lack of sufficient research funding for animal research and lag time from 
discovery to use in the field may discourage new innovation and may be more 
limiting than the biology i ts el f.  Opportunities for increased genetic 
improvement seem considerable. The use of Chinese pigs, both as a model system 
and as exotic germplasm, to identify new genes will l ikely have a large impact 
on our knowledge of the biology of the pig even i f  only a few important 
individual genes are identified as being worthy of transfer into our present 
stocks. The human genome project and one contemplated in plants will have a 
major impact on the biological sciences. The opportunities that spin off from 
that project will eventually allow scientists to develop a physical map of the 
pig genome and to discover genes that control not only the traditional  
reproduction and production traits but also new traits (Table 1) previously 
considered not heritable. Cooperation between quantitative and molecular 
geneticists will offer opportunities to better understand the biology of 
individual traits in the context of the entire genome.
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